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Heimat 

"Dining In Aldstadt"

Five minutes from Goethe house, in what used to be a tram waiting room,

you'll find Heimat Restaurant. This little place is a great place to have

dinner after a long day of exploring the Old Town. Focusing on fresh

seasonal dishes, Heimat serves up a modern spin on German cuisine, with

only the best ingredients on offer. They offer a wonderful selection of

wines by the glass, so you can ask for the perfect pairing with your meal.

Only open for dinner, and with limited seating, it's better to book ahead.

 +49 69 2972 5994  www.heimat-restaurant.de  info@heimat-restaurant.de  Berliner Strasse 70,

Francoforte
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Restaurant Français 

"The Height of Luxury"

Restaurant Français, the gourmet restaurant in the Steigenberger

Frankfurter Hof hotel, is a place where old school meets innovation.

Impeccable service and a menu which fuses traditional and futuristic

dishes complement the chic guests and upmarket atmosphere. Regional

specialties such as potato salad and sausage rolls are also given a trendy

new slant. The extensive wine list is mainly French and may include

certain wines that you may never have heard of, but which you won't

regret trying out!

 +49 69 21 5118  www.frankfurter-

hof.steigenberger.de/

 info@catering-select.de  Kaiserstraße, Steigenberger

Hotel Frankfurter Hof, Am

Kaiserplatz, Francoforte
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Spice Kitchen 

"Chic Restaurant"

Spice Kitchen is located in the heart of Frankfurt's upscale central

shopping district. Combining zesty Asian flavors from a varied palate

ranging from Japanese to Thai, the restaurant offers an extensive choice

of contemporary specialties. The restaurant interiors are a sleek affair,

with great use of woods in varying textures, contemporary furnishings and

subtle lighting. The floor-to-ceiling glass facade allows ample natural light

during daytime, while giving diners a great view of the world outside.

There's a large outdoor seating area as well, for alfresco dining. An

excellent option if you love Asian food and don't mind a little

experimentation.

 +49 69 2165 5665  www.spice-kitchen.de/  info@spice-kitchen.de  Zeil 92, Zeil Pavilion,

Francoforte
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Main Tower Restaurant & Bar 

"Above the Clouds"

Located 187 meters (614 feet) above Frankfurt, the Main Tower Restaurant

& Bar offers guests great Euro-Asian cuisine and spectacular views of the

city. The elevator takes just 45 seconds to ascend to the 53rd floor of the

Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen tower where the restaurant is located. The

menu is slightly limited, but the range of drinks more than makes up for it.

Service is excellent and prices are not too exorbitant. It is recommended

to book well in advance. The viewing platform at 200 meters (656 feet) is

open to both diners and non-diners.

 +49 69 3650 4777  www.maintower-restaurant.de/  Neue Mainzer Straße 52-58,

Francoforte
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Zenzakan 

"Unforgettable Experience!"

Zenzakan is an uber cool Pan Asian restaurant that will just wow you in

every way. From the exotic decor to the amazingly delish dishes and

superb wines, everything is just impeccable and truly an unforgettable

experience. Whether it is a business client to impress or a romantic night

at the Geisha Room, you will just love Zenzakan. Their chic lounge is a

great place to socialize and you can choose from the wide variety of

liquor, wine and cocktails from the list. Though expensive, the promise of

a memorable experience makes it worth the splurge.

 +49 69 9708 6908  www.mook-

group.de/zenzakan/html/index.php

 Taunusanlage 15, Francoforte
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Weinsinn 

"Michelin Star Wine Bar And Restaurant"

At Weinsinn, the menu features a beautifully crafted selection of wines

from around the world, and a selection of dishes that are unique, modern

and fresh. Each dish is a masterful creation of color, texture and flavor- the

core of which is the aim to remain true to the core ingredient. Weinsinn

offers patrons a relaxed evening of gastronomical discovery with it's three

course, four course and five course set menu options. Especially notable is

their fine choice of German and local wines. Weinsinn is only open for

dinner, so it's advisable to book in advance.

 +49 69 5699 8080  www.weinsinn-

frankfurt.de

 restaurant@weinsinn-

frankfurt.de

 Furstenbergerstr. 179,

Francoforte
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